The use of differing nucleotides to investigate cross-bridge kinetics.
We have investigated the ability of the nucleotides GTP, CTP, and 1-N6-etheno-2-aza-ATP (aza-ATP) to support contraction of chemically skinned rabbit psoas fibers. Working at 10 degrees C, millimolar concentrations of all nucleotides relaxed fibers in the absence of calcium. In active fibers, GTP served as a very poor substrate with isometric tension, isometric GTPase rate, and maximum shortening velocity (Vmax) all less than 10% of those obtained with ATP. Aza-ATP was only a slightly better substrate. CTP, on the other hand, was an effective substrate with mechanical parameters which were 65-100% those obtained with ATP, and with a hydrolysis rate that exceeded that of ATP. For all three ligands, Vmax followed Michaelis-Menten saturation behavior with values for Km which were from 2.5 to 12 times greater than that for ATP, showing that the analogs bound slowly to myosin in the fibers. Increasing concentrations of orthophosphate inhibited tension with CTP, to a lesser extent with aza-ATP, but not all with GTP. A combination of the mechanical data obtained in fibers with the kinetic data obtained in solution (White, H.D., Belknap, B., and Jiang, W. (1993) J. Biol. Chem. 268, 10039-10045) is used to better define the actomyosin interaction in fibers.